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In the optimum gradient procedure for solving the system of linear

equations

(1) Ax = b

the choice of metric is arbitrary. In this note we consider a compari-

son of metrics induced by certain matrix functions of A in terms of

rapidity of convergence. A is an «-square, nonsingular, complex

matrix, x and b are complex, column w-vectors, z* is the conjugate

transpose of z,\(A) denotes an arbitrary eigenvalue of A, and Xm(^4)

and \m(A) are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of A respec-

tively when all \(A) are real. In this case we denote by Ia the closed

interval [Xm(A), \M(A)].

If R is a positive-definite Hermitian (p.d.h.) matrix define

(2) \\z\\l = z*Rz.

Solving (1) is then equivalent to minimizing the function

(3) 4>ix) = \\Ax - b\\\.

Denote by i(x, d) the set of vectors x—ad for a£(- oo, co). In [2]

the following relations are established:

(4) min    <pix) = <¡>(xa — a0d)
x(=L(x,,d)

where a0 = Re(d*(Bx0-c)/d*Bd), B=A*RA, c=A*Rb; and

2
(5) 4>(x0) — <p(xo — a0d) = a0d*Bd.

aa is called the optimum a in direction d at x0. Note that B is p.d.h.

In [2] the optimum gradient procedure for solving (1) is defined as

follows:

(i) let x0 be arbitrary,

(ii) set x*+i = x*—a*z* where z*=Bxk — c and a* is the optimum a in

direction z* at x*. From (5) we see that
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2

4>(xk+i) = 4>(xk) - akzk*Bzk

and hence

4>(Xk+l) z*zk
1 — at

4>(xk) <t>(xk)

(6) = 1 -
z*zk z*zk

< 1

zk*Bzk     zk*B'Hk

4

((\M(B)/\m(B)y2 + (\m(B)/\M(B)yi2)2

This last inequality is due to L. V. Kantorovich [3], and is proved

by maximizing the function

( E^*mm( E a* Uk),

subject to the restraint

±ul=l.
¡fc=i

The results here will be stated for A p.d.h. Let \[/(x) be a differenti-

able function for xEIa and we may define \p(A) as in [l ]. For, since

A is p.d.h. there exists U, unitary, such that U~lA U is the direct

sum of scalar matrices Xi7i, • • • , \eI„. We then define U~1\p(A)U as

the direct sum of the matrices y/(Xi)7i, • ■ • , \p(\e)Ie- We shall assume

\p(x) is real, \p*(A) =\{/(A*), and \f/(A) is nonsingular, \p(\(A))9*0.

Set

R+ = i*(A)t(A) = t(A*)t(A)

and

Bi = A*R*A = A*t(A*)A$(A).

Rf defines a metric as in (2) since \p(\(A))9*0. Define

(7) n(B) = \m(B)/\M(B),

4

a{B) = ((\M(B)/\m(B)yi2 + (\m(B)/\M(B)yi2)2 '

and

ff(Bt)

(9) «-<»•
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In view of (6) we shall say that R+ is as fast a metric as 7 when

a, = l.

Theorem 1. If

t2(x)
(10) - -t-^- = ^(x)xp'(x) ^ 0

X

for xEIa, then R+ is as fast a metric as I.

Proof. From (7) and (8) we have

(l+p(B+))2

Set/^(x) =x2i/'2(x) and then

B* = Ahp2(A) = U(A).

A p.d.h. and (10) together imply

/; (x) = 2x(y(x) + xtixWix)) = o

and thus/^(x) is monotonie increasing in I a- Similarly ^2(x) is mono-

tonic decreasing in I a- To simplify the notation set

VQ^rniA))
a(Bé) = o-j,,       uj, = ->        fi = u2(A)

n\M(A))

and then

<r, \m(U(A))/\M(h(A))

4      (l+\m(MA))/\M(MA))y

min /^(X(^4))/ max f+(\(A))
MA) MA)

( 1 + min U(\(A))/ max M\(A)))
\ MA) MA) /

pu$

(l+ßo,*)2

The condition

(11) at = 1

is then equivalent to

ßü)f

(1+MCO,)2      (l+ß)
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2   2 2

ß Ui  —  b>i(fi    +  1)  +   1   ̂   0.

Noting that ß&i, (11) becomes

1 ¿ «# á 1/m2

which in turn reduces to

(12) ,i«W(X*(A)) ^ *»(X„.(¿)V(¿) á iA2(Xm(^)).

Substituting in the last inequality of (12) yields

r(u(A)\M(A))n<(A) = ï2(*m(A)),

■^-(^(A)\M(A))2rp2(ti(A)\M(A)) = P2(\M(A)),
\m(A)

and finally

(13) v2(A)Mh(A)\m(A)) = h(\M(A)).

The monotonicity of fi implies (13) and the left side of (12) follows

similarly.

For example, if

\¡>(x) = Xa, -1 = a g 0,

(10) clearly holds.

It is of interest to obtain an estimate of a^ solely in terms of \p

and the entries of A.

Theorem 2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1. Let ii=i2= ■ • •

ûik, k — n, be a sequence of positive integers and set

1     k

S(ii ■ ■ ■ ,ik) =—  E AiA,
n>    a,v=l

M = max5(ti, • • ■ , ik),

m = min5(î'i, •••,**),

Mo = (m I M)2,

and

Then

h = y(m)/t2(M).

ai ^

(1 + MoS)2

Proof. Note that
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Xjif(^4) = max z*Az,
z*z=l

\m(A) = min z*Az,

and hence z*AzEIa for z*z = l. Let z0 be the unit vector with

l/k112 in the ij position, and 0 elsewhere. It is easy to check that

Za*Aza = S(h, ■ • • , h) E I a-

It follows from the monotonicity properties of ^ and/^ that

W4,
a^

(1/(1 + fi) + (fi/il + fi)) o,*)2

(i+ßu+y

t2(m)ß2(M)

(l+U(m)/U(M)Y

5

(1 + PaS)2

We may remark that for

5
= 1

(1 + Pad)*

it is necessary that ju0^l/4.
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